It has been difficult to develop therapies that target those T cells initiating and mediating the pathogenesis of autoimmune disease. Indeed, most current treatments indiscriminately affect both the autoreactive T cells and the “good” T cells, putting the patient at risk of compromised immune function. A new approach raises the possibility of targeted therapy for autoimmunity. Transplantation of hematopoietic stem cells modified to express a protective form of MHC class II corrects a defect in central tolerance. This method contrasts with other targeted therapies that attempt to modify peripheral tolerance, which is also defective in type 1 diabetes mellitus.
It has been difficult to develop therapies that target those T cells initiating and mediating the pathogenesis of autoimmune disease. Indeed, most current treatments indiscriminately affect both the autoreactive T cells and the “good” T cells, putting the patient at risk of compromised immune function. A new approach (see the related article beginning on page 969) raises the possibility of targeted therapy for autoimmunity. Transplantation of hematopoietic stem cells modified to express a protective form of MHC class II corrects a defect in central tolerance. This method contrasts with other targeted therapies that attempt to modify peripheral tolerance, which is also defective in type 1 diabetes mellitus.

Type 1 diabetes is the result of several combined defects

Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) results from T cell–mediated autoimmune destruction of pancreatic insulin-producing β cells. In the nonobese diabetic (NOD) mouse model of T1DM, multiple defects have been reported. The most striking (and perhaps clinically relevant) of these defects is a polymorphism in the β chain of the MHC class II complex (the NOD variant is known as I-Abβ7). Indeed, β chains from “at-risk” alleles have at least 1 amino acid substitution, which leads to improper interactions with the α chain and aberrant peptide presentation. Such conformational changes in the MHC/peptide complex may result in altered thymic selection (inefficient negative selection [deletion] of self-antigen–specific T cells or possibly inefficient positive selection [retention] of potential regulatory T cells [Treg’s] that could control T1DM) (1, 2). Another defect in the NOD thymus affecting T cell apoptosis was later described as being I-Abβ7 independent (3). The autoreactive T cells that escape the checkpoint of central tolerance need to be controlled in the periphery, by either tolerogenic DCs, Treg’s, or both. However, it appears that both cell types are somehow inefficient at ensuring peripheral tolerance in NOD mice. The ratio between different subsets of DCs is altered in these mice, and so is their function (4). Furthermore, potentially tolerogenic DCs are functionally impaired due to their inability to induce tryptophan catabolism in response to IFN-γ (5), while IL-12 production by potentially immunogenic DCs is increased following their activation as a result of a reduced ability to downregulate NF-κB (6), which may contribute to the autoimmune phenomenon. Although the number of Treg’s in these mice was reported to be somewhat low (7), this observation has been more recently questioned (8). Susceptibility to the disease in NOD mice is also associated with a polymorphism in CTLA-4 (9), a surface marker that plays a role in the function of Treg’s and in tolerance in general. In human patients, several defects affecting Treg’s have also been reported (10): reduced numbers of CD4+CD25+ T cells and deficient cytokine production by Vα24+ NK T cells, the equivalent of the murine regulatory Vε14+ NK T cell population. Human T1DM is also associated with polymorphisms in MHC class II and CTLA-4 (1, 7). Thus, the maintenance of tolerance is affected at both the central and the peripheral levels (Figure 1A). Here, we comment on several approaches that may efficiently correct one or the other tolerance mechanism and have the advantage of doing so by specifically targeting autoreactive T cells without dampening the general immune response.

Gene therapy to restore central tolerance

In this issue of the JCI, Tian and colleagues (11) describe a remarkable way to reestablish central tolerance in NOD mice through reconstitution with hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) retrovirally transduced to express a protective form of the MHC class II β chain. These studies were based on the previous observations that transgenic expression of such protective MHC class II molecules in NOD mice completely abrogates the development of diabetes (12, 13). Here, the investigators achieve coexpression of protective β chains (I-Abβ4 or I-Abβ8) with the endogenous disease-prone β chain (I-Abβ7) in about 15% of bone marrow–derived HSCs; however this is sufficient to block disease progression in all irradiated/reconstituted NOD recipients (11). The transplanted mice are also resistant to cyclophosphamide-induced diabetes (a treatment known to accelerate the disease). A fraction of cells, expressing the retrovirally encoded β chain in the cytoplasm (easily visualized because it is fused with GFP), is observed in each of the T cell, B cell, DC, and macrophage populations. However, it is interesting that only the cell types normally able to present the endogenous β chain on their surface (i.e., antigen-presenting cells) are capable of cell-surface expression of the retrovirally encoded β chain. Mice transplanted with forms of MHC class II that are protective against the disease exhibit no detectable leukocyte infiltration into the pancreatic islets and no cytokine (i.e., IFN-γ, IL-2, and IL-4) production by splenocytes in response to GAD65 and insulin, two putative autoantigens of T1DM. The investigators further show that a population of autoreactive T cells normally present in the thymus of NOD mice, identifiable by tetramer staining, is virtually absent in the mice treated to express I-Ab4. On closer inspection, a few tetramer-positive cells are detectable in the double-positive, CD4+CD8+ T cell subset in the thymus of treated mice, but none of them succeed in further maturing into single-positive, CD4+CD8– T cells, which suggests that these potentially autoreactive T cells are effectively deleted in the thymus by nega-
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(A) Due to several combined defects, autoreactive T cells in NOD mice escape negative selection in the thymus and become activated in the pancreatic lymph nodes. The resulting effector T cells are kept under control for a limited period (resulting in peri-insulitis) until regulation (likely to involve Treg's) is no longer sufficient, and overt T1DM develops. (B) In irradiated NOD mice reconstituted with HSCs expressing a protective form of MHC class II, autoreactive T cells are efficiently deleted in the thymus and absolutely no insulitis is observed. (C) Antigen-specific Treg's from the islet infiltrate may be isolated and expanded ex vivo. When reintroduced, these cells prove to be efficient suppressors and may do so both in the pancreatic lymph nodes and in the pancreatic lesions. (D) DCs (or antigen-specific T cells) may be isolated and modified ex vivo to express: (a) immunoregulatory proteins that induce tolerance, apoptosis, or immune deviation of autoreactive T cells; and (b) appropriate receptors to enhance their trafficking into the sites of inflammation. Alternatively, inhibitory cytokines that have been engineered to become activated only under inflammatory conditions can be injected. These two strategies favor local versus systemic action of inhibitory products.
tive selection (Figure 1B). Among the current strategies investigated for the treatment of T1DM and other autoimmune diseases, the gene therapy approach proposed by Tian and colleagues (11) could be one of the most difficult to apply to humans, but if this is possible, it might ensure long-lasting protection against the development of T1DM.

The use of antigen-specific Treg's

Despite several reports suggesting reduced numbers of CD4+CD25+ Treg's in diabetic individuals (7, 10), an active subpopulation of Treg's, expressing high levels of IL-10 and inducible costimulatory molecules, was detected in the islets of pre-diabetic NOD mice (14). Like their pathogenic counterpart, these Treg's may also exhibit specificity toward one or several islet antigens. In two recent concurrent reports, researchers have isolated such antigen-specific Treg's and expanded them ex vivo using either DCs (15) or a combination of anti-CD3, anti-CD28, and IL-2 (16). These expanded Treg's were better suppressors than those freshly isolated in vivo and, unlike polyclonal Treg's, efficiently prevented the onset of overt disease upon adoptive transfer in prediabetic NOD mice (Figure 1C). In addition, antigen-specific Treg’s could even prevent insulitis when injected in young mice (15) and exerted their effect up to 2 weeks after overt diabetes was diagnosed (15–16). These reports no doubt will result in intensive research efforts to isolate and expand Treg’s from diabetic patients. The isolation step certainly poses challenges, as it is unclear whether antigen-specific Treg’s circulate in the blood in sufficient numbers. Interestingly, it may be possible to isolate more cells from the whole pool of antigen-specific T cells, Treg’s or not, and then convert them into Treg’s by transduction with the gene expressing the transcription factor Foxp3 (17).

Other strategies: inflammation-targeted therapies

Many products have shown some efficacy in blocking the function of pathogenic T cells in autoimmune diseases; these include, but are not limited to, inhibitory cytokines, antibodies or soluble receptors to proinflammatory cytokines, and immunosuppressive drugs. To avoid affecting the whole immune system, it is important to confine the activity of cell-specific therapy to the inflamed lesions. Adoptive cellular gene therapy uses different cell types with specific migratory capabilities (that have also been expanded and transduced ex vivo) as vehicles to express immunoregulatory products locally, at sites of inflammation (18). On the one hand, antigen-specific T cells have proven useful vehicles in the mouse model of rheumatoid arthritis (19), but their isolation from human patients is limiting. On the other hand, DCs are easier to isolate from the blood as precursors, and they can then be differentiated and transduced ex vivo. In the immature stage, they can migrate to sites of inflammation, and this migration pattern may be enhanced or prolonged by transgenic expression of specific chemokine receptors. If suitably conditioned ex vivo, they may even retain their immature phenotype and be tolerogenic (Figure 1D). Finally, some drugs may be designed so that they mediate their effect only within the sites of inflammation, as illustrated by an engineered TGF-β that remains in an inactive form until converted into the active form upon cleavage by enzymes secreted in inflamed lesions (20).

In conclusion, emerging approaches are proving that it may be possible one day to block an undesirable immune response in an antigen-specific or a site-specific manner. Among them, the study by Tian and colleagues (11) is pioneering research toward reinstating central tolerance, possibly the most effective way to cure autoimmunity.
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